
Lyrics –  
Tyrants of Chaos – Relentless Thirst for Power 
 
Tyrants of Chaos (T.O.C) 
Something stirs within the frigid darkness 

the lights go out and then begins the madness 

their power will be forced on you 

soldiers standing proud 

as thunder shakes the ground 

open up the pit and let the fight begin with leather, spikes, and chains 

 

time for the battle to commence  

upon this world we will get our revenge 

crushing those who would conspire 

with metal, we'll set the world on fire 

 

War begins with wailing screams and axes 

metal blades split from deadly clashes 

faces melt and bodies shred to pieces 

 

smoke and fire fill the drinking halls 

piercing lasers illuminate it all 

unleash the Tyrants Of Chaos 

 

the stage is set to take over the masses 

heads are stacked up high along the wall 

tear it down, collect the spoils of war 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Black Gap 

five hundred miles the perilous journey 

sailing unguarded, ripe for the kill 

U-boat commanders are given their orders 

attack with out mercy, innocent blood is spilled 

 

Blood and tears of the dying on the waves 

fire burning water the black gap will be your grave 

 

feel the eerie silence of steel wolves howling 

like a pack of ghosts it is death from below 

you're out of reach, there is no where to hide 

the call has been sent, its the end of the line 

 

 

blood and tears of the dying on the waves 

fire burning water, the black gap will be your grave 

Kriegsmarine your fate has been revealed 

long live the king and send us our Liberators 

 

May '43 and the battle is fading 

RAF allies command the high seas 

hunter-killer groups patrol in the night light 

happy time's over, the gap has been closed 

 

 

 

 

 



Mourning Sickness 

Everyday it seems there’s a new day to mourn another tragic death 

It is such a common occurrence it almost seems like a waste of breath 

Is it normal for the human race to suffer through so much pain 

Or are we all being played like fools, pawns in a sadistic game 

 

Just don’t forget to keep those donations coming 

If you’re not gonna play by the rules then you better start running 

Give ‘em ten more years they might try to find a cure 

How much more of this can anyone endure. 

 

Mourning Sickness -  a new disease to die from 

Mourning Sickness -  we occupy our minds with 

Mourning Sickness -  a tragedy accepted  

Mourning Sickness -  lets move on to the next one  NOW 

 

Another day another death remember it now lest we forget 

Behind the scenes an opportunity to see how much someone can profit 

So mark down another calendar day to show sympathy for the ones we lost 

Now turn a blind eye to what’s going on and pray to a man who’s nailed to a cross 

 

Just don’t forget to keep those donations coming 

If you’re not gonna play by the rules then you better start running 

Give ‘em ten more years they might try to find a cure 

How much more of this can society endure. 

 

Just don’t forget to keep those donations coming 

If you’re not gonna play by the rules then you better start running 

Give ‘em ten more years they might try to find a cure   

How much more of this can humanity endure 



Skull Crusher 

I sense the tension building 

i read the writing on the wall 

good god! 

hits like a kick in the balls 

i see this nightmare unfolding 

unfolding right before my eyes 

open minds, never blind 

a constant fear is growing 

can't stop this paranoia 

i feel like someone's watching me 

suffocating slowly, waiting for my time to be set free 

helpless like rats stuck in a cage 

burning rage 

skull crusher 

a cloud of darkness is rising 

dark winter on the horizon  

a life locked down, conformed and told how to be 

a fate that threatens my survival 

holding back these urges of violence 

now, break these chains, wake up from the dream 

a constant fear is growing 

can't stop this paranoia 

i feel like someone's watching me 

suffocating slowly, waiting for my time to be set free 

helpless like rats stuck in a cage 

must release this burning rage 

can feel the pressure on my brain, torture and pain 

skull crusher 

 



Slay The Hostages 

fresh blood on the horizon 

another town destroyed 

might get charged with murder 

and corrupting little souls 

 

metal charged for battle  

targets in our sight 

relentless thirst for power, screams heard through the night 

ruthlessly aggressive, don’t fight the killing sound 

uncompromising, here we take no prisoners, we're ironbound 

 

waiting for salvation 

answering the call 

like lambs lead to the slaughter 

some heads are gonna roll 

 

ascending from the ashes 

metal never dies 

won't keep us down forever 

the phoenix will always rise 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Red Rage 

red rage fight   

red rage die 

 

1314 out armed and out numbered three, divisions of schiltrons defending their freedom 

to the men on the field an eternity passes, forty-eight hours this land will be crimson 

Locked in a pitched battle, De Bohun charges, an axe to the head the Bruce splits his skull open 

The advance is turned back to the evil, deep, wet marsh. day one is lost and all confidence broken 

 

There is no stopping, we fight to the death 

We'll take back our lands and win independence 

victory for Scotland, we fight to the death 

for the honor of Wallace and to reclaim what was taken 

There is no stopping, we fight to the death 

We'll take back our lands and win independence 

victory for Scotland, we fight to the death 

for the honor of Wallace and to reclaim what was taken 

red rage fight.  red rage die 

 

the english cross the burn shrouded by darkness, establish their position and prepare for war 

Alexander Seton deserted the English, let the Scots know that english morale was low 

pikeman emerge from the cover of the forest, pray for Gods mercy they will conquer or die 

Edward has fled and the english retreat back to their border in panicked defeat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Nightmare Machine 

out on the street, that's where we'll meet 

break these chains of fear that bind you 

stand on your feet, there’s no time to waste 

fight the ultimate battle of the century 

shout it out loud, your voice will be heard 

raze these walls that try to silence 

open your mind, ignore all the lies 

expose the man behind the curtain 

 

i cant go on, i cant go on 

why must it be this way, i hope and pray 

i must move on, i must move,  

please god give me the strength, for one more day 

 

follow sound, revolution abound 

save yourself from this prison of madness 

live to be free, not pawns in their game 

don't give into their schemes of oppression 

hold nothing back, we won't be reset 

reject the poison, connect the human 

shed the disguise, together we rise 

and crush the evil kings of tyranny 

 

wake up from this new nightmare 

 

 

 



Indoctri-Nation 

 

desperation overwhelms there seems no end in sight 

how can I escape this hell how can I end this plight 

my cries fall upon deaf ears my voice it goes unheard 

nobody to turn to for help nobody seems concerned  

 

got no place to stay or go I’m paralyzed with dread 

I can’t expel the voices writhing in my head 

I feel I must end my life before i go insane 

will I die a martyr or will my life just end in vain 

 

time it passes on and I fear nothing has changed 

I find it so much easier to bury all my pain 

constant fear and sleepless nights, a thousand eyes watching me 

never ending judgement or am I just imagining 

 

these feelings are torturing my body, mind, and soul 

can it really be that I have chose them on my own 

with my existence balancing on the edge of a knife 

I ask my self if there’s a god please help me save my life 

 

I lay my head to sleep tonight, strange colors fill my eyes 

A vision has taken over me I soar through star filled skies 

how was I so blind before it now makes sense to me 

But this fight is not yet over still haunts me in my dreams 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 



No Lives Matter 

Why is this life we breathe 

is it one big mystery 

what is it that we seek 

the answers we need 

 

no lives matter anyway 

we all just fade away 

as dust our remains stay 

so its better to live fear free 

 

living our nightmares and dreams 

to shape what we will come to be 

the truth of reality is that death  

is only the beginning 

 

chaos, killing, disorder, destruction 

judgement waits and there is no escaping 

 

no lives matter anyway 

we all just fade away 

as dust our remains stay 

so its better to live fear free 

no lives matter anyway 

we all just fade away 

as dust our remains stay 

then your soul will be set free 

 

 

 



Lucky Dog 

 

smell of burning rubber 

metal to the core 

happy hour's over 

now its time for war 

surge of adrenaline  

rushing through my veins 

V8 rumbling 

an army goes insane 

 

days of thunder, lightning strikes 

eight-hundred horses screaming fire from the wheels 

high octane headrush, crash and burn, flash of steel 

raise the flag, slingshot ahead, race to destiny 

hear the roar... victory lane.. down in history 

yeah! 

 

cruising for the slipstream, 

life is such a drag 

I’m trying to find my groove, yeah 

but im sucking dirty air 

my baby's feeling loose now 

I got to get a grip 

slipping on the marbles 

step into the pit 

 

 

 

 


